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The author of Girl Against the Universe and Liars, Inc. plunges readers into a world where the internet is always watching—and judging—in this
compelling story about mistakes, repercussions, and online vigilante justice. Perfect for fans of Sarah Darer Littman’s Backlash or Robyn
Schneider’s The Beginning of Everything. After waking up from a coma, Genevieve Grace can’t remember the car crash that killed her
boyfriend Dallas, a YouTuber turned teen music idol. Genevieve knows she was driving, but because of what's been reported in the media,
everyone assumes the other driver, Brad Freeman, is guilty. As she slowly pieces together the night of the accident, Genevieve is hit with a
sickening sense of dread—what if she's the one at fault? While the internet and social media viciously condemn Brad, Genevieve escapes to
her father’s house near Zion National Park to hide from curious classmates and intrusive reporters. But she quickly realizes that she can’t
run away from the accident. And eventually, she will have to come to grips with what happened…and her role in it.
Traditional Chinese edition of Bless This Mouse by Lois Lowry. This humorous story is told from the mouse's point of view. Hildegarde, the
leader of the church mice at Saint Bartholemew, with the help of her pack, saves everyone from one disaster after another. In Traditional
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Paula Stokes weaves together a series of mysteries and the story of an unbreakable bond between sisters in this unforgettable high-tech thrill
ride. Winter Kim and her sister, Rose, have always been inseparable. Together the two of them survived growing up in a Korean orphanage
and being trafficked into the United States. But they've escaped the past and started over in a new place where no one knows who they used
to be. Now they work as digital stunt girls for Rose's ex-boyfriend, Gideon, engaging in dangerous and enticing activities while recording their
neural impulses for his Vicarious Sensory Experiences, or ViSEs. Whether it's bungee jumping, shark diving, or grinding up against
celebrities in the city's hottest dance clubs, Gideon can make it happen for you--for a price. When Rose disappears and a ViSE recording of
her murder is delivered to Gideon, Winter is devastated. She won't rest until she finds her sister's killer. But when the clues she uncovers
conflict with the digital recordings her sister made, Winter isn't sure what to believe. To find out what happened to Rose, she'll have to
untangle what's real from what only seems real, risking her own life in the process.
Perfect for fans of Stephanie Perkins, Sarah Dessen, and Susane Colasanti, The Art of Lainey tells the story of how, with the help of The Art
of War, Lainey plots the perfect plan to get her boyfriend back. But is getting him back really what she wants? Soccer star Lainey Mitchell is
gearing up to spend an epic summer with her amazing boyfriend, Jason, when he suddenly breaks up with her—no reasons, no warnings, and
in public no less! Lainey is more than crushed, but with help from her friend Bianca, she resolves to do whatever it takes to get Jason back.
And that's when Lainey and Bianca stumble across a copy of The Art of War. With just one glance, the girls are sure they can use the book to
lure Jason back into Lainey's arms. So Lainey channels her inner warlord, recruiting spies to gather intel and persuading her coworker Micah
to pose as her new boyfriend to make Jason jealous. After a few "dates," it looks like her plan is going to work! But now her relationship with
Micah is starting to feel like more than just a game. Can fighting for what she wants help Lainey figure out what she really needs?
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Traditional Chinese edition of Wonderstruck by Brian Selznick (The Invention of Hugo Cabret). Wonderstruck is named Amazon
Best Books of the Month, September 2011 and was considered in 2011 for both the Newbery and the Coldecott. In Traditional
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
As children mature into teenagers, they develop connections beyond friendship with peers. Navigating romance is tough, while
breakups can be demoralizing. Jealousy can cloud relationships that have ended, but also ones that are just beginning or going
strong. This book helps teens with the sometimes intense emotions surrounding getting together and splitting up, empowering
readers to solve their problems constructively, with empathy, and to seek help from others when necessary. Special attention is
paid to the lived experiences of digital natives, whose heartbreaks and joys are amplified (for better and for worse) via social
media, texting, and apps.
A New York Times bestseller. “A wickedly chilling debut.” —School Library Journal “Complex and sweetly satisfying.” —Booklist
“Prepare to be bewitched.” —Paula Stokes, author of Girl Against the Universe “A story about the redemptive power of love.”
—Amber Smith, New York Times bestselling author of The Way I Used to Be “Eerie and enchanting.” —Jessica Spotswood, author
of The Cahill Witch Chronicles Hocus Pocus and Practical Magic meets the Salem Witch trials in this haunting story about three
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sisters on a quest for revenge—and how love may be the only thing powerful enough to stop them. Welcome to the cursed town of
Sparrow… Where, two centuries ago, three sisters were sentenced to death for witchery. Stones were tied to their ankles and they
were drowned in the deep waters surrounding the town. Now, for a brief time each summer, the sisters return, stealing the bodies
of three weak-hearted girls so that they may seek their revenge, luring boys into the harbor and pulling them under. Like many
locals, seventeen-year-old Penny Talbot has accepted the fate of the town. But this year, on the eve of the sisters’ return, a boy
named Bo Carter arrives; unaware of the danger he has just stumbled into. Mistrust and lies spread quickly through the salty, rainsoaked streets. The townspeople turn against one another. Penny and Bo suspect each other of hiding secrets. And death comes
swiftly to those who cannot resist the call of the sisters. But only Penny sees what others cannot. And she will be forced to choose:
save Bo, or save herself.
A small town. A big secret. A deadly game. From the author of Liars, Inc., comes a dark, contemporary thriller with twists and turns
that are perfect for fans of We Were Liars, Little Monsters, and One of Us Is Lying. Embry Woods has secrets. Some are small,
like the ones about her complicated past. Others are bigger, like her growing feelings for best friend’s ex-boyfriend, Holden. But
the biggest secret she carries is about what they did at the abandoned Sea Cliff Inn...and the resulting terrible fire. Embry helps a
homeless man escape from the flames and is immediately hailed as a hero, but she knows that couldn't be further from the truth.
Though she’s wracked with guilt, Embry thinks she can take one last secret to her grave. But then she receives an anonymous
note—someone else was there that night. Now she must respond to a series of threatening messages asking her to make
impossible choices. Someone is playing a high-stakes game with her life. And their last move is murder.
Simplified Chinese edition of The Curious World of Calpurnia Tate (Calpurnia Tate (2))
Traditional Chinese edition of The Marvels by Brian Selznick, the Caldecott Medal-winning creator of The Invention of Hugo Cabret
and Wonderstruck.
We've seen Lainey's story in The Art of Lainey, but now we'll hear Micah's tale in this digital novella from Paula Stokes. Seventeenyear-old Micah Foster is looking forward to the return of his girlfriend, Amber. She's been away in Los Angeles recording an EP
with her band, Arachne's Revenge. But when Amber returns home on the anniversary of Micah's dad's death, everything has
changed. Over the next few days, as Micah tries to repair his relationship with Amber, he relives the events of the past few years
and recognizes a pattern. His friends and family are right—Micah self-destructs every April. Will Amber be this year's casualty? Or
can Micah escape his past in time to fix his present? Epic Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.
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IN the republic of letters, there is no member of such inferior rank, or who is so much disdained by his brethren of the quill, as the humble
Novelist; nor is his fate less hard in the world at large, since, among the whole class of writers, perhaps not one can be named of which the
votaries are more numerous but less respectable. Yet, while in the annals of those few of our predecessors, to whom this species of writing is
indebted for being saved from contempt, and rescued from depravity, we can trace such names as Rousseau, Johnson,(1)Marivaux, Fielding,
Richardson, and Smollett, no man need blush at starting from the same post, though many, nay, most men, may sigh at finding themselves
distanced. The following letters are presented to the Public-for such, by novel writers, novel readers will be called,-with a very singular
mixture of timidity and confidence, resulting from the peculiar situation of the editor; who, though trembling for their success from a
consciousness of their imperfections, yet fears not being involved in their disgrace, while happily wrapped up in a mantle of impenetrable
obscurity. To draw characters from nature, though not from life, and to mark the manners of the times, is the attempted plan of the following
letters. For this purpose, a young female, educated in the most secluded retirement, makes, at the age of seventeen, her first appearance
upon the great and busy stage of life; with a virtuous mind, a cultivated understanding, and a feeling heart, her ignorance of the forms, and
inexperience in the manners of the world, occasion all the little incidents which these volumes record, and which form the natural progression
of the life of a young woman of obscure birth, but conspicuous beauty, for the first six months after her Entrance into the world.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Girl Who Circumnavigated Fairyland in a Ship of Her Own Making, Amazon Best Books of the Month, May
2011 and winner of Andre Norton Award. Ana Juan's illustrations conjure up the drawings of Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland. And the story of a 12-year-old girl from Nebraska who was spirited away to a fairyland by Green Wind has has the feel of the
classic. This book is bound to become a classic as well. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by
Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Paula Stokes returns to the world of Vicarious in this sequel, a high-action psychological thriller with a protagonist out for vengeance. When
Winter Kim finds out that her sister is dead and that she has a brother she never knew about, only two things matter—finding what’s left of her
family and killing the man who destroyed her life. Her mission leads her from St. Louis to Los Angeles back to South Korea, where she grew
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up. Things get increasingly dangerous once Winter arrives in Seoul. Aided by her friends Jesse and Sebastian, Winter attempts to infiltrate an
international corporation to get close to her target, a nefarious businessman named Kyung. But keeping her last remaining loved ones out of
the line of fire proves difficult, and when all seems to be lost, Winter must face one last devastating decision: is revenge worth sacrificing
everything for? Or can she find a spark of hope in the darkness that threatens to engulf her?
Traditional Chinese edition of Twenties Girl by Sophia Kinsella of the shopaholic series fame. However, this is not a shopaholic novel. It's a
ghost novel set in the present about friendship between a ghost from the 1920's and a girl of the 21st century. In Traditional Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Deluxe edition with special embellishments on first printing only. From New York Times bestselling author of The Wicked Deep comes a
haunting romance perfect for fans of Practical Magic, where dark fairy tales and enchanted folklore collide after a boy, believed to be missing,
emerges from the magical woods—and falls in love with the witch determined to unravel his secrets. Be careful of the dark, dark wood…
Especially the woods surrounding the town of Fir Haven. Some say these woods are magical. Haunted, even. Rumored to be a witch, only
Nora Walker knows the truth. She and the Walker women before her have always shared a special connection with the woods. And it’s this
special connection that leads Nora to Oliver Huntsman—the same boy who disappeared from the Camp for Wayward Boys weeks ago—and in
the middle of the worst snowstorm in years. He should be dead, but here he is alive, and left in the woods with no memory of the time he’d
been missing. But Nora can feel an uneasy shift in the woods at Oliver’s presence. And it’s not too long after that Nora realizes she has no
choice but to unearth the truth behind how the boy she has come to care so deeply about survived his time in the forest, and what led him
there in the first place. What Nora doesn’t know, though, is that Oliver has secrets of his own—secrets he’ll do anything to keep buried,
because as it turns out, he wasn’t the only one to have gone missing on that fateful night all those weeks ago. For as long as there have
been fairy tales, we have been warned to fear what lies within the dark, dark woods and in Winterwood, New York Times bestselling author
Shea Ernshaw, shows us why.
He is not only an astronomer, but also a physicist, mathematician, philosopher... and has set off a major revolution in modern science. He
was the pioneer of the scientific revolution and the father of modern science. 1564 AD, this was a world without clocks, thermometers and
telescopes. This year was also the year Galileo was born. It is in such a world that Galileo made many new inventions. He used his invented
methods of timing and distance measurement to conduct scientific experiments.
Sixteen-year-old Emmy Danvers was just trying to write a halfway decent romance novel when a senile old man mumbled a cryptic warning,
tackled her to the ground in the middle of Starbucks, and...died right on top of her. Unfortunately for Emmy, the incident wasn't quite as
random as she thought, and it turns out that the old man might have taken a bullet for her. Not only that, he slipped something into her
pocket: a digital tablet containing secrets that she has no idea how to unlock, but that others are ready to kill for. Thrust into a world where
nothing is as it seems, Emmy must try to track down her absentee father, deal with a flirtatious bad boy who may or may not be on her side,
and, oh yeah, stay one step ahead of the killers lurking in the shadows of an exclusive prep school. The old man's parting advice to "trust
nobody" doesn't sound so crazy after all.... "Bates weaves a fast-paced, heart-in-throat thriller!" --Mary Elizabeth Summer, author of Trust Me,
I'm Lying and Trust Me, I'm Trouble "Dial Em for Murder kept me up--with all the lights on--long past my bedtime." --Tracy Deebs, author of
Doomed and The Tempest series, and coauthor of The Hero Agenda series "Marni Bates's Dial Em for Murder has it all: quirky humor, pulsequickening action, and a sassy heroine you'll love."--Emily McKay, author of The Farm series "A funny and engaging read that will keep you
guessing." --Paula Stokes, author of Liars, Inc.
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Liars, Inc.Harper Collins
From the author of The Art of Lainey and Liars, Inc. comes a fresh, contemporary story about a girl coping with PTSD and the boy who wants
to help her move on from the past. Perfect for fans of Sarah Dessen or Jenny Han. Sixteen-year-old Maguire knows the universe is against
her. No matter how many charms she buys off the internet or good luck rituals she performs each morning, horrible things happen when she's
around. Like that time the roller coaster jumped off its tracks. Or the time her brother, father, and uncle were all killed in a car crash—and
Maguire walked away with barely a scratch. Despite what her therapist tells her, Maguire thinks it’s best to hide out in her room, far away
from anyone she might accidentally hurt. But then she meets Jordy, an aspiring tennis star who wants to help her break her unlucky streak.
Maguire knows that the best thing she can do for him is to stay away, but it turns out staying away may be harder than she thought.
A dark and twisted psychological tale, which Kirkus Reviews called "captivating to the very end" in a starred review—perfect for fans of I Hunt
Killers and Gone Girl. Max Cantrell has never been a big fan of the truth, so when the opportunity arises to sell forged permission slips and
cover stories to his classmates, it sounds like a good way to make a little money. So with the help of his friend Preston and his girlfriend,
Parvati, Max starts Liars, Inc. Suddenly everybody needs something, and the cash starts pouring in. Who knew lying could be so lucrative?
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When Preston wants his own cover story to go visit a girl he met online, Max doesn't think twice about it. But then Preston never comes
home. And the evidence starts to pile up—terrifying clues that lead to Preston's body. Terrifying clues that point to Max as the killer….
???? ? ?????????????????????? ? ???????????????????????? ?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ????????????????????
?????????????????? ????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????……
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
?????? 1. ?????????????????????? 2. ??????????????????????????????? 3.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ? ??????????? ?????????? ?????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
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????????????……????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????……
?????
'Keen plotting, evocative writing, and dynamic characterization make French a writer to watch.' - Booklist on Grit. For fans
of E Lockhart's bestselling book We Were Liars comes a page-turning thriller about a small town girl who takes on the
fatal mystery surrounding some very rich summer boys. The fire took everything. Except the truth. Eighteen-year-oldPearl
Haskins, a waitress at the exclusive Tenney's Harbor Country Club,infiltrates a group of privileged boys who may hold
the key to the murder of awealthy family. She finds herself drawn to intense, aloof Tristan Garrison, thesole survivor of
the crime. And as Pearl enters Tristan's world of posh parties,scandal, and deception among the summer elite, she'll find
the deadly truth ofwhat happened to the Garrisons. Ages: 13 +
When a strange man dies literally on top of her, 16-year-old Emmy is thrust into a mystery much more horrifying than the
one in the novel she's writing.
????????????????????????x ???????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???Pegasus????????????????????????????????????????????????(David Morrell)????????(Thomas Pluck)?S J ??(S. J.
Rozan)???????(Sarah Weinman)?????????????????????Rene Magritte??????????Clyfford
Still??????????Balthus???????????????????????????????????? ????? ??????(Jill D. Block) ????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????(????????????????????????????????)?
?Remember All the Safety Rules???????(Art Frahm)?????(1907~1981)? ?????????? ????(Lee Child) ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Aton Villa
??????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??www.LeeChild.com ??????? ?Bouquet of Chrysanthemums????(Auguste Renoir)????????(1841~1919) ? ????????
?????????(Nicholas Christopher)
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?Girl with a
Fan???(Paul Gauguin)????????(1848~1903)? ????? ??????(Michael Connelly) ????????????????????? ??(Hieronymus
Bosch? ???????)????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????(????????????????????????
?????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????)????????????????????????? ?The Garden of
Earthly Delights (third panel) ???(Hieronymus Bosch)?????(1452~1516)? ??????? ??????(Jeffery Deaver)
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
??HBO????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?The Cave
Paintings of Lascaux????????(LASCAUX )???????????????????????????????????? ?????? ??????(Joe R. Lansdale)
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Hap and
Leonard??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?The
Haircut????????(Norman Rockwell)???20???????????????????????????(1894~1978)? ???????????? ?????(Gail Levin)
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ?Red Cannas????????(Georgia O’Keeffe)????????????20?????????(1887~1986)? ?Ampurdan ?????(Warren Moore)
???????????(Newberry College)????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????? ?The Pharmacist of Ampurdan Seeking Absolutely
Nothing ????????(Salvador Dali)??????????????(1904~1989)? ?????????????? ??????(David Morrell) ???????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ?Cypresses?????????(Vincent van Gogh)?????????(1853~1890)? ??????
?????????(Joyce Carol Oates) ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ?Les beaux jours?????(Balthus)???????????(1908~2001)? ???????????????
???????(Thomas Pluck) ??????????????????????????????????????????( ??????????????????)?????????????????????
?????????(??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????)???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????www.thomaspluck.com? ?La V?rit?
sortant du puits??-??????(Jean L?on Gerome)??????????(1824~1904)? ??? J??(S. J. Rozan)
?????????????????????????????????????????(The Private Eye Writers of America)???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????www.sjrozan.net? ?Under the Wave
off Kanagawa (Kanagawa oki nami ura),also known as the “Great Wave” ?????(Katsushika
Hokusai)??????????????(1760~1849)? ???? ???????????(Kristine Kathryn Rusch) ?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????——?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????Kriswrites.com? ?The Thinker???(Auguste Rodin)??????(1840~1917)? ????? ????????(Jonathan Santlofer) ??????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ?The Empire of Light????????(Ren? Magritte)???????????(1898~1967)? ??????
???????(Justin Scott) ???????????????????????? ????? ??????????????????????????? ??????????? ????
??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ?PH-129??????????(Clyfford Still)?????(1904~1980)? ??? ?????(Sarah Weinman) ?
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Ecco ?????
?Nude in the Studio ????????????(Lilias Torrance Newton)??????(1896~1980)? ????? ???????(Lawrence Block) ??????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ?David??????(Michelangelo Buonarroti)???????(1475~1564)? ???????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ——?????? ????????????????????????????????? ?……????????????
——????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? ——??????
????????????????????????????????????????????? ——????? ??? ?? (??)?
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